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Area 51 raid naruto run past reporter

NewsShareTweetA A man filmed Naruto running across a reporter near Area 51, the top secret U.S. Air Force that people jokingly planned to storm today in order to see them aliens. The video showed KTNV news reporter Joe Bartels reporting live from Rachel to cover recent preparations for Elychstock - the alien festival designed to tie up with the Area 51 raid. Bartels said: There are a lot of campers and
ATVs because there are no hotel rooms in this secluded area. But some people, we're told, come from all over the world and especially from all over the country who want to see what happens after the viral idea of storming Area 51, this secret military base not far from here. Authorities expect 30,000 people to perform during the three-day music festival that begins tonight. Credit: KTNV/ABCBut When he
signed the segment, explaining that KTNV would return later that day with more coverage, he was brilliantly attacked by an anonymous man behind him, Naruto running by the camera - a reference to the description of the original incident, which told people: if we run, we can move faster than their bullets. Let's see those aliens. Many people will stare at the guy in the background, with one person tweeting
the clip and writing: Who else is excited to see what's going on with the Area 51 saga?? But this kid running behind the reporter will definitely be written in history. Another person said: Is this MF just Naruto run past the reporter what the hell this world is. A third added: Someone made Naruto run behind reporter Imao. The original 'Storm Area 51' event was scheduled for September 20 at 3 a.m. The
original event on Facebook. Credit: Facebooka A month ago how, the U.S. Air Force said trying to invade an open training range is unsurprisingly not a bad idea. According to The Independent, U.S. Air Force spokeswoman Laura McAndrews said: [Area 51] is an open training range for the U.S. Air Force, and we shy away from anyone trying to enter the area where we train U.S. forces. Although she did not
disclose any details, McAndrews added unfoundedly: The U.S. Air Force is always ready to protect America and its assets. With the possibility of 35,000 to 40,000 people arriving, yes, it's serious. Maybe just stick to the music festival side of things to get your alien fix, huh? Alternatively, you can play our Facebook game here in the Storm 51 area. Sea Photograph: KTNV/ABC Aliens, Watch Your Back. The
mecca festival that became a musical known as Elinstock has finally arrived. The two-day event in the tiny town of Rachel, Nevada, stemmed from a joke Facebook event that suggested people storm the heavily guarded Area 51, long identified with space aliens. CNET's Erin Carson herself attends Rachel's event, reporting back on what she's meeting, and social media is already ready and watching the
desert projector. On Friday morning, Twitter couldn't get enough of a guy Through the Nevada desert behind a reporter live on television. Naruto Run refers to the awkward way of running depicted in Japanese anime Naruto, where main character Naruto Uzumaki throws his arms behind him. The original description of the Facebook Area 51 event said: We will all meet at the Area 51 Alien Center tourist
attraction and coordinate our entrance, the original text reads. If we run Naruto, we can move faster than their bullets. Let's see those aliens. Now Playing: Watch This: What It's Like Is Going to Run Naruto Here is said the guy, with these words from a Twitter user: We live in times so big we can see a Naruto guy running his way to Area 51. Now, guys, I'm not usually sentimental, but this is beautiful.
Another reporter, that's the dumbest thing our generation does#Area51storm pic.twitter.com/OpTFhbhyUb. (Jeff) @RaidAlien you doing? September 20, 2019, Ahead of the events, many people thought no one would show up. There will be maybe 20 people there and they will stop and fine them, predicted one Twitter user. I'm sure it'll be a lot of fun. There'll be maybe 20 people there and they'll stop and
fine them. I'm sure it'll be really fun.  - Verona98 (@Verona982) September 19, 2019 There were thousands, but the aliens kidnapped them.- Bob Coffman (@bobk1701) September 20, 2019 Still, people made the journey to the desert, properly dressed and all that. Our reporter shared how participants can get their own foil hats. Although the North Korean flag made a rather confusing appearance. As
well as The Infinity Glove from the Avengers films. Even those who weren't present were ready before the events started. Tomorrow's the day. Through Royal Warriors, one user tweeted on Thursday with a picture of a giant alien. Now Playing: Watch This: What it's like going to run Naruto Sure, the whole idea is breezy if nothing bad happens. But are there people who would actually be stupid enough to
mess with the U.S. Air Force, which is responsible for the mysterious Area 51? I hope the socially awkward gods have good health insurance, wrote one Twitter user. Hope the socially awkward Steam has good health insurance.— Torpedo Timmy (@DampBananas) September 19, 2019 We'll keep you posted. See all photos +17 originally published September 19 and will be updated frequently throughout
the event. CNET's Erin Carson contributed to this report. Report.
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